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This is what we found in our investigations.

This topic, which is important and highly interesting for the health protection and life of all
mankind, should finally be taught in universities worldwide. But then, however, school
science therapies would be decisively changed and enriched.
For the understanding of a scientific proof we introduce the following:
To examine blood and germs, school science mainly uses the light microscope. Commonly
used are assessments of dried, dyed material. Here, transparent contours are not seen or
particles - e.g. protites - are interpreted as artefacts.
Fresh, uncoloured material is observed under a dark field microscope. Through the
horizontal incidence of light one can see further contours. One can also see blood "flowing"
more or less quickly. Or there is a standstill with a considerable or total "money roll" of the
red blood cells.
But there are two more serious reasons:
1. the body reacts with money roll formations after the intake of heated food, never after
raw food!
2. money roll formations are basically found after radio wave irradiation! Also to be
mentioned are geomantic harmful rays (e.g. from water veins) and electromagnetic
microwaves. Other things are not mentioned in this report.
What is so bad about money rolls when it happens "after every heated meal"?
One reason is the diameter of the capillaries, through which every red blood cell has to
squeeze through, thus releasing the transported oxygen molecules. This flow is
understandably slowed down by the formation of money rolls. In addition, there is also the
considerable reduction in the capacity of the oxygen due to the mutual covering of the
erythrocytes.
Acidification occurs in front of the capillaries. This is seen as an essential prerequisite for the
development of diseases, especially severe diseases with long-term exposure.
Because of the immense importance of a therapy for any serious illness, we would like to
point out two basic procedures at this point:
1. vegan raw food (see the experiences of the world-famous Hippocrates Institute in Florida:
Brian Clement: "miracle food"). The reader will fully understand this as the report
progresses. Does anyone seriously believe that he or she is ill because a chemical
therapeutic agent or harmful radiation was missing?
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2. protection against electrosmog. What is electrosmog? Is it micro-electromagnetic
radiation?
We have been working on this in various experiments since 2004. The result is clear: These
are not electromagnetic rays, but scalar waves emitted by them (emphasised: magnetic
monopolar longitudinal waves).
The evidence is clear. Electromagnetic waves can be shielded not only by a Faraday cage, but
also by an aluminium foil or - as we have repeatedly done for years - by a polarisation filter.
If the shielding tests now produce the same results as without shielding, only a different
energy can be considered. So the electromagnetic waves are not the direct causes of the
electrosmog-induced diseases and symptoms.
These artificially generated scalar waves are called harmful waves by the authors because of
their negative effect on the erythrocytes and all tissue. However, all life depends solely on
cosmic scalar waves. Every living structure, from the atomic particles to the cell organelles,
cells, organs, the whole body and its aura, has swung into this sole life energy. With harmful
radiation of a certain intensity and duration, disharmony can occur. Then we speak of
disturbance of well-being, illness, and finally death.
The energy of cosmic scalar waves is transmitted to us directly at about 2/3-4/5 (energy
measurement) (all life structures are synchronously "swung in" here), 1/3 from our food.
There is no recognised measuring device for scalar waves, which can only be right for school
science. For example, waves are measured (length measurements). Measuring with rods,
pendulums and the like is called "muten". This is associated with the term "guessing". And
presumptions have no claim to correctness in school science.
We recommend the "biofield test" of the Gesellschaft für Biophysikalische Medizin e. V.
(Society for Biophysical Medicine) as the most reliable measuring method. This showed the
safe effect of bion-tec-informed quartz (in the form of bion-pads) in over 80 test persons.
What is frightening for us - and this is absolutely consistent with our blood tests - is the
exposure of all persons without exception. If an e-smog pad is applied to any part of the
body, the positive result immediately reaches its highest level! This guarantees optimal
protection.
We still keep the verb "to measure" for the following reasons: With artificially generated
electromagnetic waves we know the frequencies. The scalar waves emitted by both parts
have the same frequencies. In 2009, the magazine "Science" published a report by 16
institutes worldwide, which described the existence of magnetic monopoles that generate a
third field, namely that of scalar waves. Konstantin Meyl had been pointing this out for 30
years. And in this report the natural scalar waves, their effect and long-distance effect are
irrefutably proven.
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In order to understand the natural = cosmic and artificially generated scalar waves for the
further important proofs, they are compared here in table form:
Natural scalar waves

Artificial scalar waves

exist both in vacuum and in matter, are
networked throughout space using dipolar
scalar waves (often referred to as plasma
space, which is not relevant in this report)
they are standing longitudinal waves
between their two poles
are similar to each other and are subject
to the logarithmus naturalis (ln=2.718...),
i.e. they form logarithmically divided
geometric structures
Timeless
the same intensity throughout space
Basic energy for all life, about 2/3-4/5, 1/3
and less is generated from food

monopolar scalar waves, as converted energy
from electromagnetic waves

polymorphically spatially arranged
patterns, according to which all living
structures have formed to oscillate
synchronously = information
(see scientific definitions at
www.ibit.gmbh)

Longitudinal waves that run from one pole to
infinity
their dimensions are in linear proportion to
each other

time dependent on the energy source
Intensity decreasing with distance
depending on duration and intensity harmful,
because not compatible with the cosmic
logarithmic system, but possibly positively
effective in identical, overlapping dimensions
no pattern formation, no life generating or
sustaining information

Why and how to treat with certain defined artificial scalar waves is discussed below. Just so
far in advance: A permanent therapy is forbidden just as with artificially produced chemicals.
However, an arrangement can be used to generate artificial, standing scalar waves that
replicate the dimensions of some cosmic scalar waves. Put simply, you take a transmitter
and a receiver and let both oscillate synchronously. The test person is located between the
two. See also the scalar wave technique of Prof. Dr. Ing. Konstantin Meyl (www.k-meyl.de).
Something else for the physically less experienced reader: energies can be "converted". For
example, electric current can be converted into light, or it is used for kinetic energy (kinetic
energy) (e.g. electric cars). Finally, heat is generated, which can be used to generate
electricity again, etc.
Electromagnetic waves generate scalar waves and vice versa. If, for example, biophotons
(according to Popp) are measured in the body, these electromagnetic phenomena originate
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from the scalar wave energy. The number of photons provides information about the value
of the food or nutrition taken in. After vegan raw food (topped by sprouts) the highest
number of biophotons is shown; because here most and absolutely compatible scalar wave
patterns (=information) oscillate synchronously with the cosmic scalar wave patterns
(=information).
Finally, the most important of all concepts of the entire cosmos and all life is treated
apodictically, namely information. Information needs space, whether matter or vacuum.
First of all, let us understand: Metrically, there is no 1st and no 2nd dimension, only the
spatial, i.e. the 3rd dimension. The 1st and 2nd dimensions serve only as mathematical
boundaries of the spaces. If we draw a line (1st dimension), for example, we can still see
length, width and height, i.e. a space, under the microscope. If it is reduced further and
further and is no longer visible even with the most powerful microscope, its further reduced
dimensions are still existent as spatial matter, up to the state where there is no more
matter. But a space nevertheless remains a space, namely a vacuum with its energy
oscillating synchronously with the smallest particle of matter. We therefore reject the term
zero point energy. Because zero is nothing, and nothing cannot exist.
Thus an information is always a spatial pattern, which is only raised to information when it
synchronously oscillates with matter and/or vacuum. There the origin of all being is and
continues through the atoms, water, metabolic products, cell organelles, cells, cell systems,
blood vessels, nerves, organs, organ systems up to the body dimensions and as vacuum
energy pattern ( aura ) beyond.
Understandably, there can only be life, growth and health if all structures of the cosmic,
geometric scalar wave system - according to their dimensions - "oscillate", remain
synchronous. Hereby we refer to the Global Scaling Theory of Hartmut Müller, which was
theoretically developed in 1982-83 and experimentally verified in 1986.
Proof of artificially generated scalar waves
Experimental arrangement:
A shielding was chosen which shields the electromagnetic waves 100%. For this purpose, the
head and upper body of the test person are covered with an aluminium foil glued to
chipboard on one side. On top of the aluminium foil is an approx. 2 cm thick polystyrene
plate with a holder for a mobile phone. The test person's ear maintains light contact with the
chipboard at the height of the telephone's loudspeaker.
The test person appears sober and remains seated during an anamnesis on average ½ hour
before the first blood sample is taken. This is done from the fingertip. The blood is
immediately examined under a dark-field microscope using slides and cover platelets to
determine the shape and flow characteristics.
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Now the mobile phone is activated and acts on the test person for 6 minutes. A second
blood sample is taken immediately after the phone is switched off.
The 2nd or 3rd droplet is placed on a slide and covered as quickly as possible. The blood
count is then assessed under a dark-field microscope.
Dark field microscopic examinations for a change in erythrocyte formation under various test
methods have become standard, especially with regard to reactions to "electromagnetic
radiation". Examinations for so-called electrosmog have been carried out in large numbers
and show without exception the same changes in erythrocyte formation. Laboratory
chemically, other parameters run in parallel. The impairment of melatonin (see Scheiner and
other literature references), increase in serum cholesterol, albumin reduction (Lund study)
and many more should be emphasised. Since the money roll formation of the erythrocytes
runs parallel to this, it is the most reliable method of detection.
In 6 Fällen wurde nach der E-smog-Belastung vorerst kein bion-pad platziert und jeweils alle
5 oder 10 Minuten Kontrollblut entnommen. Bei allen Probanden blieb nach 30 oder 40
Minuten die Geldrollenformation bestehen. Nach darauffolgender Verabreichung des Esmog-pads dauerte es deutlich länger bis zur Auflösung der Geldrollen, und zwar zwischen 5
und 10 Minuten.
Es wurden alle Probanden zu einem späteren Termin nochmals einem 6-minütigem
Handytelefonat ausgesetzt, allerdings unter dem Schutz eines bion-pad e-smog (s.o.). Hier
sieht man nach 6 Minuten Strahlenbelastung keine einzige Geldrolle. Im Gegenteil: Das
Blutbild sieht noch klarer aus als das Eingangsbild. Zudem ist die Fließeigenschaft als optimal
zu bezeichnen.
Unter allen Probanden – ob männlich oder weiblich, ob 20 Jahre oder 72 Jahre alt, ob als
weitgehend gesund oder krank diagnostiziert – gibt es keinen wesentlichen Unterschied
hinsichtlich der Optimierung der Erythrozytenverteilung und deren Fließeigenschaft nach der
E-smog pad-Applikation.
With regard to the devastating effects of electrosmog on the entire world population
(including animals and plants), reference is made to the thousands of scientific literature (on
the Internet under "Electrosmog").
Result: All test persons - not selected, not even by health status, age and sex - showed
normal to slightly altered erythrocytes in the 1st (unpolluted) blood count in the dark field.
The flow properties were judged to be good to sufficient for each of them, but were always
registered in order to assess and compare their changes in the subsequent erythrocyte
formations after exposure to E-smog.
All test persons received a "neutralizer" for harmful scalar waves after the 6-minute
exposure to mobile phone radiation and the subsequent blood sample. This consists of a 2
mm thick and 36x18 mm oval-shaped silicone platelet ("bion-pad e-smog") from bion-tec
GmbH. The platelet contains pure silicon oxide powder with a specific grain size spectrum
and quantity ratio. It has been "informed" permanently against harmful waves from
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electromagnetic sources and the geomantic area according to a secret know-how. This
trademarked and patented "bion-pad" is designed to amplify the entire scalar wave pattern
of the "biological fractal" - also known as the "biological window". For further important
information: see the website of www.ibit.gmbh (Institute for Bioenergetic and Informational
Therapy Research).
This platelet was placed in the pocket of trousers, shirt, blouse or socks. After 10 seconds
and a second time after 1 minute, the blood count was checked again.
Result: After only 10 seconds, the money roll formation was mostly dissolved. After 1
minute, each subject without exception showed a clear formation with better flow
properties than in the initial image.
The results research - laid down in thousands of excellent studies - deplores the ominous
radio technology that has been established, of all things, in the microwave range of the
biological window (biological fractal), i.e. the entire biological information area. Despite the
countless overwhelming evidence of electrosmog-induced diseases and serious illnesses
around the globe, even the so-called democratic governments are unable to guarantee the
constitutionally established integrity of the human being. Somewhat helplessly, "limit
values" are set. But these are purely arbitrary and depend on technical possibilities. From
the point of view of a doctor or biologist - with regard to the safety of all vital functions there is only one safe limit value for all radio-technical emissions. This is (theoretically) zero.
In the near future, 5G will cause us even more health problems due to its higher radiation
intensity if the right measures are not taken for each individual. One of the best ways to
shield the electromagnetic radiation in cars is to shield them, as a car company told us in
writing. Here too, the ignorance of the existence of scalar waves is downright frightening.
The shielding of electromagnetic waves is all well and good. But the harmful scalar waves
cannot be shielded. The problem would be solved quite simply if all seat covers were coated
with bion-tec informed quartz. A Swiss company has patented a coating process which
makes it impossible to feel the mass with the quartz in the fabrics. The same applies to seat
covers in all means of transport, home furnishings, clothing etc. etc.
In the following, blood counts from darkfield observations are shown as examples.

First sequence of pictures under shielding of the electromagnetic radiation
Source image
Blood collection at noon, half an hour after
taking the medical history. The red blood cells
behave normally without interruption. The
volunteer ate 5 bananas and a tomato at 7:00
a.m. in the morning and then remained sober
until the end of the test series. No bion-pad
has been used since 6:00 a.m.
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After a 6-minute phone call with a mobile
phone, despite shielding of the
electromagnetic radiation (see above picture:
test arrangement), complete money roll
formation.

After a total of 40 minutes no resolution at all.
After that, put the E-smog pad in a shirt
pocket.

After one minute with e-smog pad loosen the
money rolls and partial dissolution.

After 5 minutes with e-smog pad subtotal
resolution, but already optimal flow
properties.

On the next day, fasting blood is taken again. A 6-minute telephone call, blood collection,
then 1 minute bion-pad e-smog, blood collection, can be carried out with or without
shielding.
Result: After 1 minute with e-smog pad better image than the original image, also better
flow properties under the microscope.
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Second sequence of pictures
Input picture
Flow properties and distribution of red blood
cells by observation under a dark field
microscope normal

After a 6-minute phone call via mobile phone
massive money roll formation. The red blood
cells literally "stick together".

After 1 minute with the e-smog pad optimal
flow characteristics of the red blood cells.

Further experiments were carried out alternately among the test persons with and without
shielding, each for 12 minutes with the mobile phone switched on, whereby a bion-pad esmog was worn from the beginning according to the initial image.
Renewed phone call by mobile phone 12
minutes, with e-smog pad: Even more liquid
blood than in the initial image (this is equal to
the initial image of the 2nd image sequence)
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Result: Absolutely clear blood count, the flow characteristics under the microscope are
optimal. All initial blood counts that are considered normal nevertheless improve after
application of a bion-pad e-smog! The conclusion should be clear: All persons are
inconspicuous but stressed by the appearance of the erythrocytes in the initial image.
Medical assessment: Depending on the time of permanent stress, diseases and premature
ageing are not usually absent!
Ergo: Electromagnetic waves as so-called transverse waves can neither penetrate a Faraday
cage nor an aluminium foil. Electromagnetically generated scalar waves are also longitudinal
waves and can penetrate matter. If the electromagnetic waves of an emission source are
shielded with certainty and the red blood cells still react sensitively, only the artificially
generated scalar waves can be considered as causative agents.
7.5 billion people on earth need protection! We have shown clear protection measures by
means of photo documentation.
In addition, the experiments show a delay in blood count normalisation when the bion-pad
e-smog is not used until 30 or 40 minutes after the telephone call (longer than 5 minutes).
In addition, protection against e-smog is only sufficient for a few seconds after the bion-pad
has been put down.
A product that protects against e-smog must be capable of communicating the entire cosmic
information spectrum in the biological window in a more powerful way. If the blood count
after contamination of a product is even better - whether or not a mobile phone call
preceded it - it would be a matter of debate whether or not the harmful wave energy
amplifies the cosmic information energy.
According to our theory, you need to know the following: The monopolar harmful waves are
emitted linearly. Linear means 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 etc. The dipolar cosmic waves are
always divisible by 3 logarithmically (ln). Thus a stable geometric pattern with more or less
strong crossing points is formed.
The prime numbers are distributed in such logarithmic proportions, so they do not have to
be logarithmised. Thus it would also be allowed to describe the cosmos as prime-coded. The
first three prime numbers are identical with the linear numbers (important!), followed by 5,
7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, etc. (thus only divisible by 1 and by itself). If now the linear wavelengths
are converted into cosmic prime numbers, their dimensions must change accordingly. One
divides them first by 2, then by 3, 5 etc. For example: 12=2x2x3; 18=2x2x3x3; 26=2x13;
30=2x3x5; 34=2x17 etc.
We developed this theoretical basis to understand why electromagnetic devices can also be
used for therapeutic purposes. However, how long a body - also depending on the intensity is able to withstand such transformations from actual harmful waves (see above) would
always have to be determined individually. It certainly must not be permanent.
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Without such transformation, higher organisms would not be too tolerable depending on
the strength and duration of linear wave dimensions. Therefore, it must not be possible to
influence the information capacity of a protective product. In other words, it must not lose under continuous loads - even the smallest fractal of its information spectrum!
With Prof. Dr. Martin Günter we have carried out countless tests in this respect since 2004.
This would be a highly interesting extra topic.
Nutrition
Food is different from food like cosmic scalar waves from artificial scalar waves. This is
shown blatantly by the red blood cells under the dark field microscope. Parallel to this, there
are clear measurement results of biophotons (popp), rods and pendulums. Primarily it is not
important whether e.g. vital substances are missing due to simple heating or industrial
destruction, but how many cosmic oscillation patterns = information are destroyed. Are
there still enough cosmic scalar waves to make all body waves oscillate compatibly? Or do
too many harmful waves burden the body? Or do diseases occur depending on the time
exposure?
With food we speak of living food. But life is only possible in harmony with cosmic
information. This is the reason why only raw food can be the optimal form of nutrition.
Nevertheless, nobody knows whether and how many percent of food or its specific
damaging energy is tolerated without side effects and for how long (see above our theory of
the conversion of linear to natural logarithmic scalar waves).
Since matter is destroyed everywhere and is created again (cosmic scalar wave energy →
harmful wave energy → cosmic scalar wave energy →), our idea of the conversion into
original dimensional relationships (prime numbers as original numbers) can serve as a
theoretical basis.
More about this is beyond the scope of this topic.
Spectacular: Textiles
bion-tec also patented fabrics with bio-energetically informed quartz. This is applied as a
coating using adhesive substances, which are also patented, or stirred into microfibres
before production. Now it is possible to protect every citizen of the earth by means of
clothing against e.g. electrosmog (also against 5G). A handkerchief, headband or socks would
be sufficient for this purpose.
But these products can do much more: They have a dominant influence on the cell
metabolism by amplifying the cosmic scalar wave patterns and are also effective against
pain, swelling, inflammation, wounds, etc.! In all humans and animals.
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They increase physical and psychomental abilities. Even top athletes use them with
measurable success. An Austrian company is already marketing energetic clothing with the
bion-tec informed quartz and the patented coating process of a Swiss company.
An Italian company is coating mattress toppers and bed linen (with astonishing success with
circulatory problems, pain of all kinds, sleep disorders, etc.). It can also be said that fabrics
become the carrier of a fundamentally effective medical energy mediator.
Postscript: See also www.ibit.gmbh "Summary of several years of field research under the
bion-pad®".

See block for literature references
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